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A competent safety expert with 4 years of civilian and military experience seeking 
permanent position with the LG manufacturing. Escorted and provided safe security 
for tourist and civilians teachers in a third world country developing country.

EXPERIENCE

Dock Associate III
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2014 – MARCH 2015

 Load and unload a truck with all new merchandise, organize 
merchandise for each individual department.

 Move and relocate fixtures all marketing as well as using a pallet jack 
to transfer larger loads of merchandise.

 Issued all sensor tags for merchandise to prevent theft.
 On-call floater for store associates and internet sales.
 Gift Card for showing achievements and going above and beyond 

Skills Used Multitasking in the fast-paced work environment.
 Much physical strength and ability, versatility within the company to 

service company demand and needs.
 Drove a dock stocker to unload entire truckloads of product delivered 

and check against B.O.L Move loads to a staging area to be stage and
staged loads to put away.

Dock Associate 
ABC Corporation - 2012 – 2014

 I was basically the housekeeper for the store cleaning windows, 
storage closets, bathrooms, fitting rooms BUT on truck days I would 
be loading and unloading merchandize, putting products unto racks to
be sold(apparel) scanning inventory.

 The impact that I had from this job was that custmoers as well as co-
workers recognized the dock as a member of the company as well not
just a janitor.

 Worked hard scrubbing and cleaning to show my fellow 
coworkers(cashiers, receptionists, management) that us dock 
associates work just as hard as they do and we make the store look 
prestine and presentable.

 So it was great to feel appreciated for some of the out of the world 
things weve had to do.

 Skills Used I demonstrated my cleaning skills and my co-workers are 
always complimenting of how clean the store is when Im on duty.

 Ive demonstrated my people skills because as degrading as my job 
may be, I still kept my composure and speak to customers on a day to
day basis.
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 Ive demonstrated that I can work without any supervision because I 
know what Im supposed to do and I handle that and once Im done I 
help any departments with needs such as stocking, cleaning, etc..

EDUCATION

 High school or equivalent in General studies - 2008(Lincoln High School -
Des Moines, IA)

SKILLS

Excellent Customer Service, Typing 40+ wpm, Microsoft Office.
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